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      December 26, 2022 
 
Via Online at USDA provided portal 
Lesley Yen 
Forest Supervisor 
c/o Fred Wong 
Mammoth Lakes District Ranger 
Inyo National Forest 
351 Pacu Lane, Suite 200 
Bishop, CA 93514 
 
 Re: Comments in Response to Notice of Intent to Prepare An  
  Environmental Impact Statement for Mammoth Mountain Ski  
  Area Main Lodge Redevelopment 
 
Dear Ms. Yen: 
 
 I am writing on behalf of Mammoth Mountain Chalet Association, Inc. (“MMCA”) to 
submit the below comments in response to the Inyo National Forest’s notice of intent to prepare 
an environmental impact statement regarding Mammoth Mountain Ski Area’s Main Lodge 
Redevelopment.  The Forest published its notice of intent in the Federal Register on November 
25, 2022 requiring comments be submitted by December 27, 2022.  Therefore, these comments 
are timely. 
 
 MMCA very much appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Forest’s notice of 
intent.  MMCA is currently authorized under a Term Special Use Permit to maintain and operate 
21 chalet buildings for lodging to the general public on Forest Service land immediately adjacent 
to the private land owned by Mammoth Mountain Ski Area (“MMSA”) as well as the lands on 
which MMSA operates pursuant to its own Term Special Use Permit.  MMCA has a very strong 
working relationship with MMSA.  Given the reciprocal benefits MMCA and MMSA provide to 
each other, MMCA fully supports MMSA’s need to improve its operations, replace aging 
infrastructure and expand guest services offerings to meet increasing demands.  Because of the 
proximity of MMCA’s operations to MMSA’s operations, MMCA also has a very strong interest 
in ensuring the continued safety, improvement and modernization of its own operations.   
 
 As MMCA has discussed in prior matters involving MMSA, MMCA’s primary goals 
include ensuring that activity in and around both MMSA and MMCA, including traffic on and 
maintenance of the roads in the area, does not in any way have a detrimental impact on either 
MMCA or MMSA’s operations.  This concern includes ensuring that snow management 
operations can continue to be conducted in a manner that protects the safety of all guests in the 
area and provides for safe ingress and egress to the chalets.  In addition, MMCA has a strong 
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interest in ensuring that any redevelopment ensures that appropriate signage be in place to guide 
visitors to their destinations in the area.  We have attached a copy of comments previously 
submitted by MMCA in response to the, at that time, proposed land exchange between the Forest 
Service and MMSA.  These comments also set out MMSA’s concerns as to issues which need to 
be taken into account and addressed in any future redevelopment at MMSA.  As discussed in 
those comments, these issues include adequate year-round access to MMCA’s facility (including 
during any construction phases), protecting the seasonal creek in the area, meeting MMCA’s 
sewage disposal and water needs as well as ensuring MMCA’s power, cable and communication 
infrastructure can meet current and future demand.  In addition to these issues, it always has been 
and remains important to MMCA that the viewshed, night skies, and quiet serenity of the area be 
preserved.   
 
 In addition, MMCA has a recorded access and utility easement agreement over lands 
which MMSA owns and on which it operates. (Copy attached.)  Because that easement is critical 
to MMCA’s operations, nothing in these comments or any future participation by MMCA is 
intended to or should be construed as waiving any rights MMCA has in and pursuant to that 
easement agreement.  That easement also addresses MMCA’s need for safe pedestrian and 
vehicular ingress and egress as well as continued operation of necessary utilities. 
 
 MMCA again very much appreciates the strong working relationship it has with both 
MMSA as well as the Inyo National Forest.  MMCA also thanks the Forest for the opportunity to 
identify the potential impacts on its own operations which it requests the Forest consider as it 
evaluates and completes the projects in MMSA’s Master Development Plan.   
 
 If you should have any questions regarding these comments, please contact the 
undersigned. 
   
       Very truly yours, 

Kevin R. Garden 
 
Kevin R. Garden 
 

Enclosures 
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       October 7, 2016 
 
VIA FACSIMILE AND EMAIL 
Edward Armenta, Forest Supervisor 
c/o Janelle Walker 
Winter Sports Specialist 
Inyo National Forest 
PO Box 148  
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546 
comments-pacificsouthwest-inyo@fs.fed.us 
FAC: (760) 924-5537 
 
 Re: Mammoth Base Land Exchange EIS 
 
Dear Mr. Armenta: 
 
 I am writing on behalf of the Mammoth Mountain Chalet Association, Inc. (“MMCA”) in 
response to the Inyo National Forest’s request for comments regarding its notice of intent to 
prepare an environmental impact statement to evaluate a proposed land exchange with the 
Mammoth Main Lodge Redevelopment LLC (“MMLR”).  See 81 Fed. Reg. 58909 (Aug. 26, 
2015).  MMCA currently holds a permit with the Forest Service which authorizes MMCA to 
operate a resort on federal land, known as the Mammoth Mountain Chalets, consisting of 21 
chalets for public rental as well as associated administrative buildings.  MMCA’s operations are 
adjacent to the federal land being proposed for transfer and the Main Lodge for Mammoth 
Mountain.  Mammoth Mountain Chalets is operated pursuant to the Term Permit Act of 1915 for 
the purpose of providing recreational opportunities to the public.  16 U.S.C. § 497.  Because the 
proposed land exchange will impact the operations and rights of MMCA as the current permittee 
operating on federal land adjacent to the federal land proposed for transfer, MMCA is submitting 
the following comments regarding the scope of the analysis to be conducted.   
 
 As you are aware, the proposed land exchange is proceeding pursuant to the agreement to 
initiate an exchange, as required under 36 C.F.R. § 254.4.  Amendment No. 1 Agreement to 
Initiate between MMLR and the Forest Service sets out the various exceptions to title and other 
uses to be recognized in the transfer of title of the federal land.  Pertinent to MMCA is the 
following statement: 
 

[The transferred title shall include an] easement across the Federal I parcel to the 
Mammoth Mountain Chalets located west of the federal parcel.  Location of 
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easement subject to input from [Mammoth Mountain Ski Area (MMSA)1] and the 
Mammoth Mountain Chalet Association with final approval by the Forest Service.  
The Chalet Association operates a number of individual chalets on NFS lands 
adjacent to the Federal parcel.  This use is authorized under a USFS Special Use 
Permit.  Winter vehicular access to the Chalets is provided through the Federal I 
parcel via a general understanding access agreement between MMSA and the 
Chalet Association.  Water source is from the same well referenced in Item 2 
under Uses to be Recognized.  MMRL will execute an easement or other 
authorization satisfactory to the Chalet Association and to MMSA for 
continued water, sewer, power and communication services. 

 
Amendment No. 1 Agreement to Initiate at 26 (emphasis in original).2  With regard to the water 
well, the Amendment No. 1 Agreement to Initiate’s section on Uses to be Recognized states in 
paragraph 2: 
 

2.  Utilities associated with the base facilities: These include a water well, water 
transmission piping, sewer piping, power lines, communication line, propane 
tanks and propane lines, and other related services. 
These items will remain in place upon conveyance of the parcel to MMRL. 
--The well provide water to Mammoth Mountain Inn and other facilities on the 
parcel.  The well and use of the water will be controlled by MMRL upon its 
acquisition of the parcel.  (There are no appropriative water rights associated with 
the well.) 

 
(Emphases in original.)  
  
 As noted above, the MMCA chalets are located on federal land which is adjacent to the 
federal land which is being proposed for exchange.  As a result, MMCA’s structures and 
operations currently rely upon various infrastructures and access that will be affected by the 
exchange.  Because MMCA is operating on federal land in the public interest, the analysis which 
the Forest Service proposes to undertake should regard MMCA’s operations as being in the 
public interest.  See 36 C.F.R. § 254.3(b)(1).  Therefore, MMCA is requesting that the analysis to 
be conducted address the conditions of the exchange necessary to ensure that the recreational 
services MMCA provides to the public are not in any way negatively impacted by the exchange.3  

                                                 
1 MMSA is apparently the specific entity named as the holder of the special use permit which 
authorizes the ski area operations at Mammoth Mountain which occur on federal land. 
   
2 Federal Parcel I is identified at page 25 of Amendment No. 1 Agreement to Initiate, and 
consists of the Mammoth Ski Area Base Main Lodge area. 
 
3 MMCA also requests that, before undertaking this analysis, the Forest Service confirm that the 
boundary line for the permit area is accurate and that MMCA’s operations and infrastructure do 
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 A discussion of the specific issues which relate to MMCA’s continued ability to provide 
a high quality recreation experience to the public is set out below. 
 
 Access   
 
 In order to provide quality services to the public on the federal land where MMCA 
operates, the easement over the former federal land to be transferred to MMLR must ensure 
continued adequate winter access to the entrance of the existing MMCA parking lot which is 
adjacent to MMLR’s current parking lot.  For the same reason, the easement must ensure 
summer access directly to the MMCA parking lot from Highway 203.   In addition, it is 
important that MMLR agree not to move or remove Highway 203 or otherwise impact access 
from Highway 203, which could occur by redirecting traffic, such as tour buses and other traffic, 
closer to the MMCA permit area.  Because of the detrimental impact it would have on MMCA’s 
operations, MMCA objects to any re-alignment of Highway 203 that would move the highway 
closer to MMCA’s operations. 
 
 Because this access to the federal permit area currently being operated by MMCA 
currently exists, any need to makes changes to access after the land exchange should be subject 
to Forest Service and MMCA approval.  In addition, any such change should be paid for by 
MMLR as the party seeking the land exchange.  Furthermore, because the public must travel 
through formerly federal land which will now be transferred to MMLR, it is important that, as 
part of the access easement, MMLR be required to post adequate signage on the new MMLR 
property to ensure public visitors to MMCA can easily locate MMCA’s access point adjacent to 
the existing parking lot.  In addition, to ensure the safety of these public visitors, MMLR should 
be required to continue clearing snow up to the MMCA federal permit area 24 hours a day 
during the winter snow season.  Moreover, public visitors to MMCA have historically and 
currently enjoy the ability to ski to and from the MMCA site to the MMSA, and this ability 
should be preserved. 
 
 Sewage  
 
 MMCA’s operations currently rely upon a sewage system that exists on the federal land 
to be transferred.  This sewage system provides for the disposal of sewage into existing ponds on 
that federal land.  Amendment No. 1 Agreement to Initiate’s section on Uses to be Recognized 
states that these structures will remain on the transferred lot after transfer.  Therefore, to ensure 
continued operations at MMCA serving the public, the easement to be obtained over the 
transferred land must ensure not only that these structures remain, but that MMCA or the current 
permit holder have continued uninterrupted access and use of these sewer services for its 
facilities.  In the event MMLR wishes to change the existing sewer system, any such change by 
MMLR to the sewer service, including any change in the location of the services or the point of 

                                                                                                                                                             
not occur on any areas that may be on the land being proposed for transfer.  In such event, 
MMCA requests that the MMCA permit area be adjusted to include any such operations. 
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connection at the MMCA site boundary, should be subject to Forest Service and MMCA 
approval and any costs associated with ensuring MMCA retains such sewer services should be at 
the expense of MMLR.  
 
 Power, cable and communication  
 
 MMCA’s operations also currently rely upon power, cable and communication 
infrastructure and services located on the federal land to be transferred.  These services are 
necessary for its operations of the public resort.  Amendment No. 1 Agreement to Initiate’s 
section on Uses to be Recognized also states that these structures will remain on the transferred 
lot after transfer.  Therefore, MMCA requests that the easement to be retained by the Forest 
Service over the federal land to be exchanged ensure not only that these structures remain, but 
that MMCA or the current permit holder have continued and uninterrupted use of the current 
power, cable, and communication services at their current location.  In the event MMLR wishes 
to change or alter these services and structures, any change in the location of services or the point 
of connection at the MMCA site boundary must be subject to Forest Service and MMCA 
approval.  In addition, any such changes should be solely at the expense of MMLR. 
 

Water 
 

 MMCA also currently relies upon water as well as water services and infrastructure 
located on the federal land to be transferred.  Therefore, the easement to be retained by the Forest 
Service must ensure continued water and water service to the MMCA permit area pursuant to the 
same structures which currently provide that water and water service.  The easement should also 
provide that, in the event MMLR wishes to change or alter these services and structures, any 
change in the location of services or the point of connection at the MMCA site boundary must be 
subject to Forest Service and MMCA approval.  In addition, the easement should provide that 
MMCA or the current permit holder shall have continued access to, and use of, the water from 
the water well (or any other existing water sources providing water to MMCA) at the current cost 
or at a fair share of that cost. 
 
 Preservation of viewshed and natural quiet 
 
 It is important that the viewshed and the quiet serenity of the federal property where 
MMCA currently operates be preserved.  Currently, the Forest Service can control and preserve 
this viewshed and serenity because the land adjacent to MMCA’s permit area is owned by the 
United States and administered by the Forest Service.  Therefore, as a condition of transferring 
this land, it is important for the Forest Service to preserve the viewshed and natural quiet in order 
to ensure continued quality public recreation services which MMCA provides.   
 
 To protect the viewshed, the Forest Service should ensure that the easement it retains 
over the transferred federal land prohibits MMLR from inhibiting the current viewshed or natural 
quiet of the MMCA parcel.  The terms of the easement should prohibit MMLR from constructing 
or installing any new structures or signs beyond what currently exists without approval of the 
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Forest Service and MMCA.  Any such approved construction should adhere to normal weekday 
time periods of activity (i.e., no construction outside of 8-5 on weekdays).  Further, the easement 
should prohibit locating any equipment or structures on the east side of the parcel to be 
transferred, which is the side adjacent to MMCA’s permit area, which result in excessive noise, 
odors, or any related activity that interferes with the enjoyment of the permit area.  The easement 
should also prohibit MMLR from removing any trees that would impact the current MMCA’s 
view shed or privacy without approval of the Forest Service and MMCA.   In addition, the 
easement should prohibit MMLR from placing any new lights on the transferred federal parcel 
which in a way impact the MMCA permit area.  The easement should also address the air space 
above the transferred parcel as well as MMCA’s permit area to ensure the viewshed is protected.  
Among other concerns is the possibility of highly intrusive helicopter activity should MMLR 
construct a helicopter pad on the site to shuttle guests to and from the property.   
 

Maintenance of seasonal creek on permit area 
 

 A seasonal creek exists on the MMCA permit area and flows into the land to be 
transferred.  The creek bed associated with this seasonal creek provides for proper drainage of 
the MMCA permit area.  To ensure that this creek bed continue to provide this necessary 
drainage, the easement should require MMLR not to impede its natural flow off the MMCA 
permit area.    
 
 Conclusion 
 
 I very much appreciate this opportunity to provide comments on behalf of Mammoth 
Mountain Chalet Association, Inc. and we look forward to participating in this land exchange 
process.  If you should have any questions regarding the above comments, please do not hesitate 
to contact Mammoth Mountain Chalet Association or me. 
 
      Very truly yours, 
 
      THE GARDEN LAW FIRM, P.C. 
 

Kevin R. Garden 
 

      Kevin R. Garden 
 
 
cc: Mammoth Mountain Chalet Association, Inc. 
 
 
 
















































